2021 SBCF Dog Show
Dog Show
AKC RULES-Amended
(ages 5 years to 19 years as of January 1, 2021)
Local Guidelines
1. Entry Fee: $15.00 per entry
2. Enter according to age as of Jan 1, 2021.
Beginner Exhibitor
Junior Exhibitor
Intermediate Exhibitor
Senior Exhibitor

5 thru 8-year-olds
9- & 10-year-olds
11 thru 13-year-olds
14 thru 19-year-olds

3. All dogs entered in obedience must wear a well-fitted chain. Leashes must be 6' in length and made of fabric or leather.
Chain leashes will not be permitted.
4. No abuse will be tolerated!

Rally
(Age classes may be combined at the discretion of the management.)
Division 400—Rally
Classes
1. Senior Exhibitor
2. Intermediate Exhibitor

3.
4.

Junior Exhibitor
Beginner Exhibitor

Dog Showmanship
Dog Showmanship Criteria
All dogs entered in Showmanship should be on proper leads, collars, and chains for conformation classes
Presentation of Handler: A neat overall picture should be presented to the judge. A complete uniform is recommended.
Knowledge: Exhibitors should be able to answer questions regarding feeding, grooming, etc. and be knowledgeable about the
parts of the dog.
Presentation of Dog: This part is self-explanatory.
Condition: Teeth should be clean and white. Look inside the ears and make sure the exhibitor has taken a rag and cleaned the
dirt out. The eyes are not to be runny, as the exhibitor should have cleaned them off.
Body & Coat: The important emphasis is that the dog has been well groomed and has had a bath. All dogs should be groomed
to meet Breed Standards` the nails should be trimmed.
Group Showing: Points will be awarded based on how well the exhibitor and dog perform against others in a group. Exhibitor
should keep the dog between the exhibitor and the judge. They should not stand in one place while the judge moves around
them.
Division 404—Dog Showmanship
(Age classes may be combined at the discretion of the management.)
Classes
1. Senior Exhibitor
3.
2. Intermediate Exhibitor
4.

Junior Exhibitor
Beginner Exhibitor

